REVISION
FOR THE SECOND SEMESTER

I. **Phonetics**
1. A. produced  B. realised  C. frightened  D. compared
2. A. scheme  B. mechanic  C. chaos  D. machine
3. A. identification  B. implement  C. military  D. benefit
4. A. provide  B. improve  C. polite  D. environment
5. A. computer  B. reduce  C. customer  D. security
6. A. revolutionary  B. introduction  C. congestion  D. situation
7. A. expectation  B. experiment  C. experience  D. examination
8. A. wicked  B. naked  C. booked  D. beloved
9. A. thorough  B. thrilling  C. throughout  D. themselves
10. A. enough  B. drought  C. tough  D. country
11. A. disaster  B. damage  C. language  D. atlas
12. A. character  B. chapter  C. scholarship  D. chemistry
13. A. pavement  B. alien  C. agent  D. challenge
14. A. information  B. section  C. suggestion  D. auction
15. A. leather  B. weather  C. measurement  D. appearance
16. A. fashion  B. generation  C. situation  D. occasion
17. A. infamous  B. fame  C. stranger  D. danger
18. A. delighted  B. disobedient  C. negative  D. excited
19. A. special  B. sea  C. sure  D. sugar
20. A. symbol  B. plumber  C. combine  D. forbid

II. **Circle the best answer.**
1. He was jealous ……….. his little brother.
   A. at  B. with  C. of  D. to
2. I couldn’t afford a taxi home……….. I’d spent all my money at the bookstore.
   A. because  B. while  C. so  D. whereas
3. The party was too late so my friends escorted me home.
   A. returned  B. come over  C. went to  D. accompanied
4. My grandma is ……….. her operation.
   A. getting over  B. turning up  C. taking off  D. setting off
5. I think we need ………..thinking about the past and think about the future.
   A. stopping  B. to stop  C. to be stopped  D. stopped
6. What do you think of my new car? - ………..
   A. I think a lot  C. It was nothing, really.
   B. It’s all right I suppose.  D. That’s all right, never mind.
7. He was still hungry……….. he had eaten a whole pizza.
A. because  B. because of  C. despite  D. even though

8. Choose the underlined words that need correcting.
My dad used to smoke a lot but he isn’t smoking now
A. B. C. D.

9. Shakespeare also worked as …………
A. an artist  B. a teacher  C. an actor  D. a singer

10. I am fed …………. this long book.
A. up  B. with  C. to  D. up with

11. If I wear a long –sleeved shirt, I usually …………. the sleeves.
A. put up  B. take up  C. roll up  D. get up

A. Fine, thanks  B. No, I don’t  C. I like them  D. I think of them

13. I’d like to buy a book for my daughter. What do you …………..?
A. recommend  B. approve  C. introduce  D. favor

14. Why don’t you join us on the sightseeing tour? - …………..
A. I’m afraid so  C. Please do it for me.
B. Don’t mention it.  D. Another time, perhaps.

15. …………. the rain, the picnic was cancelled.
A. Because  B. Because of  C. Despite  D. Even though

16. Choose the underlined words that need correcting.
Would you mind doing a job that is traditionally carried out by people of the opposite sex?
A. B. C. D.

17. They are …………. trousers.
A. black stripy long  B. long black stripy
C. long stripy black  D. stripy long black

18. …………..people we met on holiday in …………. South of England sent us some postcards.
A. The/ the  B. A/ the  C. The/ ß  D. ß/ the

19. …………. you are the strongest in our group, you can take the lead.
A. So  B. As  C. Although  D. So that

20. A …………. is not a doctor, but looks after sick people.
A. surgeon  B. dentist  C. paramedic  D. vet

21. There’s a new Oriental restaurant in town, isn’t it?
A. B. C. D.

22. Nam seldom pays his bills on time, and his brother does too.
A. B. C. D.

23. Mai didn’t go to the zoo with her friends last Sunday because her sickness
A. B. C. D.

24. The water and land around the chemical factory are serious polluted.
A. B. C. D.

25. Our neighbor will look for the garden when we go on holiday.
A. B. C. D.

III. Supply the correct verb form
1. I suggest (take) ………………….. the taxi home. It’s too late.
2. Yesterday when she (come) ........................ home, her father (leave) ......................... for work.
3. This morning when I (arrive) ........................., my office (clean) ............................
4. She doesn’t like (ask) ........................... questions by other people.
5. It’s time we (hand) .............................. the paper.
6. The roof of the house needs (fix) ....................
7. They decided (not buy) ............................ that old car.
8. My brother spent a lot of time (decorate) .............. the Christmas tree.
9. (Football/ play) ................................. all around the world?
10. If I (be) ................................. you, I (answer) ....................... his phone call.
11. The weather wasn’t warm enough for them (go) ...................... sailing.
12. Would you mind if I (sit) ........................ here?
13. How long (you/ have) .......................... that car?
14. Surveillance makes everybody (feel) ....................... guilty.
15. Make-up (not be) .............................. very important for romantic personalities.
16. She was badly hurt when her car hit another car. If she (wear) ......................... her seat belt, she (not hurt) ......................... so badly.
17. After I (write) ................................. the letter, I posted it.
18. “Why was he so hungry?” - “Because he (not have) ........................ lunch”
19. She used to (go) ................................. to work by bus.
20. Yesterday, when William (fall) ........................... off his chair, everybody (laugh) ......................... a lot.
21. She is used to (live) ................................. alone here.
22. Water can’t (find) ................................. in this area.
23. He (always/ enter) ............................... the room without (knock) ......................... which is really annoying.
24. (you/ buy) ................................. that top in the sales?
25. It was really hot and the sun (shine) ..........................
2. In spite of the heavy rain, they went to work. (Rewrite the sentence, using “although”).

3. There is scientific evidence to suggest that fast food is addictive and harmful too. (Complete the sentence, using given words)

4. They built the motorway to make journeys to London shorter. (Change into passive voice)

5. “Nobody knows why she is sick” said the boy. (Rewrite, using reported speech)

6. Without air, there would be no life on this planet. (Rewrite, using “If”)

7. The cat has just broken the vase. (Change this sentence into the passive form)

8. Responsibilities, planting, there, as, my, as well, include, garden design. (Arrange the words into a meaningful sentence)

9. Nowadays, people use the internet as a means of education. (Change into passive voice)

10. “I must go home now” said my aunt. (Rewrite, using reported speech)

11. She is very intelligent. (Write an exclamatory sentence, using “What”)
16. the/the/which/ribs/your chest/bones/go/protect/are/and//round/organs. (Arrange the words into a meaningful sentence)

17. It’s a long time since I read such a good article. (Complete the second sentence)

18. People said that these books were published in 1989. (Change into the passive voice.)

19. This is your second warning from me this week about being late for work. (not) (Rewrite without changing the meaning, using the word in brackets)

20. “Daisy, I’m sorry I broke your vase”. (Complete the second sentence)

VI. Rewrite the sentences, using the phrasal verbs in the box for the highlighted words

| call back – call off – look after – look for – look forward to – put away – put on – run out of – switch on – get on well with |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 1. We haven’t got any rice. |
| 2. You’d better wear a raincoat. It is raining outside. |
| 3. She has her neighbour take care of her house when she goes out. |
| 4. My children are very excited about the holidays. |
| 5. We cancelled the volleyball match because of the heavy rain. |
| 6. He’s trying to find his keys. |
| 7. They would like me to tidy your clothes. |
| 8. My sister always has a good relationship with her new classmates. |
| 9. She didn’t return my phone call. |
| 10. Please turn on the lights, it’s so dark here. |

VII. Complete the sentences with the correct words

1. My friends always pull my ………………… about my red wavy hair.
2. She called me because she wanted to get something off her …………………
3. I really put my ………………… in it when I asked him about his girlfriend. They split up last month.
4. Greg is head over ………………… in love with Sandra.
5. I wasn’t going to lend Mike my car, but he twisted my …………………
6. Stop splitting …………………! I don’t want to hear any more about that.
7. We shook our ………………… to show the agreement
8. The ………………… controls your thoughts, feelings and movements
9. The ………………… are used for breathing.
10. The ribs are ………………… which go round your chest and protect the organs.

VIII. Section 1: Choose the best option (A, B, C or D) that fits the blank space in the following passage. (2pts)

Environmental pollution is a term that (1)______ to all the ways by which man pollutes his surroundings. Man dirties the air with (2)______ gases and smoke, (3)______ the water with
chemicals and other substances, and damages the (4)_____ with too many fertilizers and pesticides. Man also pollutes his surroundings (5)______ various other ways. For example, people ruin natural beauty by (6)_____ junk and litter on the land and in the water.

Environmental pollution is one of the most serious problems facing mankind today. Air, water and soil are necessary to the (7)_____ of all living things. Badly polluted air can cause illness, and (8)_____ death. Polluted water kills fish and other (9)_____ life. Pollution of soil reduces the amount of land that is available for growing food. Environmental pollution also brings ugliness to man’s (10)_____ beautiful world.

1. A. means  B. refers  C. provides  D. reduces
2. A. thick  B. natural  C. exhaust  D. influent
3. A. purifies  B. pumps  C. sprays  D. poisons
4. A. soil  B. forests  C. streets  D. beaches
5. A. on  B. in  C. by  D. with
6. A. spoiling  B. leaving  C. scattering  D. gathering
7. A. survival  B. environment  C. development  D. growth
8. A. so  B. ever  C. too  D. even
9. A. animal  B. marine  C. human  D. plant
10. A. nature  B. natural  C. naturally  D. natured

**IX. Read the passage below carefully and choose the correct answer A, B, C or D (2.5 pts)**

According to World Health Organization (WHO) research, the emission from car exhausts causes more death than road accidents. The research found that one third of all harmful air pollution was caused by road transport, and that long term exposure to pollution caused estimated 21,000 premature deaths a year across the three countries, France, Austria, and Switzerland. This is much higher than the 9,947 who died that year as a result of road accidents.

In addition, the researchers calculated that the car fumes caused 300,000 extra cases of bronchitis in children and 15,000 extra hospital admissions for heart disease made worse by the pollution. They calculated that the cost of dealing with all this was 27 billion Euros per year. A lot of money goes into making cars safer, but not as much is spent solving air pollution.

1. What is the main idea of the text?
   A. Pollution and road accidents.   B. Bad affects of cars exhaust
   C. The necessity of making cars safer  D. The toll of road accidents
2. According to the passage, ________.
   A. Air pollution causes more deaths than road accidents.
   B. Road accidents cause more deaths than car fumes.
   C. Long term exposure to pollution is harmless.
   D. Car fumes cause one third of premature death.
3. Which of the following sentences is not true.
   A. Car exhausts causes bronchitis and heart disease.
   B. Car fumes cause one third of all harmful air pollution.
   C. Each year road accidents cause 9,947 deaths.
D. More people died as a result of air pollution than road accidents.
4. The money spent to solve air pollution is ________.
   A. 27 billion Euros per year  B. not able to calculate
   C. more than to make cars safer  D. less than to make cars safer
5. Which of the following sentences is not mentioned as the bad affect of air pollution.
   A. Causing illness in children  B. Causing premature deaths
   C. Causing road accidents  D. Causing heart diseases

X. Answer the questions
1. Is it important to remember soldiers who died fighting for our country? Why?
2. Which day in our country do people remember soldiers who died in wars?
3. What is your dream job? Why do you think you are right to this job?
4. Do you think men and women are better at different jobs, or equally good at all jobs? Give reasons
5. What can you do to reduce garbage in your home and at your school?
6. What could you do to make your lifestyle healthier?

THE END